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The Vision of Social Studies

Civic-minded, globally aware, and socially 
responsible.

Exemplifies fundamental values of 
democracy and human rights through 

active participation in local, state, national, 
and global communities.

Makes informed decisions about local, 
state, national, and global events based on 

inquiry and analysis.

Considers multiple perspectives, values 
diversity, and promotes cultural 

understanding.

Recognizes the relationships between 
people, places, and resources as well as the 
implications of an interconnected global 

economy.

Applies an understanding of critical media 
literacy skills when utilizing technology to 
learn, communicate, and collaborate with 

diverse people around the world.

Discerns fact from falsehood and critically 
analyzes information for validity and 

relevance.



6th grade 
Standards 
in General

Era 3. The Classical Civilizations of the Mediterranean World, India, 
and China (1000 BCE–600 CE) Classical civilizations (i.e., Greece, 
Rome, India and China) developed and expanded into empires of 
unprecedented size and diversity by creating centralized 
governments and promoting commerce, a common culture, and 
social values. Cultural exchange and diffusion dramatically 
increased, and enduring world religions emerged, during the era 
of classical civilizations. Classical civilizations declined as a result of 
internal weaknesses and external invasions, but they left lasting 
legacies for future civilizations.

Source: Social Studies NJSLS 2020



Current 
Topics in 
6th Grade 
Social 
Studies

Our classroom community.

Early humans and creation of civilization

Mesopotamia & the Fertile Crescent

Ancient Egypt

Religions of the World

Ancient India

Ancient China



Realignment 
of World 
Religions Unit

Movement of Hinduism, Buddhism, Sikhism and Jainism into the World 
Religions Unit. Originally these were taught within the Ancient India Unit.

Examination of new textbooks and other resources during the adoption process 
that provide the most up to date information on ancient civilizations and the 
various world religions.

All world religions are currently taught from a historical and social perspective 
using broad strokes.   Major beliefs, holidays, important books and symbols are 
the main focus of lessons.  Student discussion is greatly encouraged.



Updates 
to 
Ancient 
India 
Unit

Removal of the wording “Aryan Invasion Theory” due to the outdated nature of the 
terminology. New wording will include Aryan Migration theory.

In the spirit of creating young historians, students will be reminded that these are 
theories, and some scholars disagree about the Aryan civilization and its influence.

Based upon new evidence, more detail will be presented to students on how the 
environment influenced the emergence and decline of the Indus civilizations.

Expansion and clarification of vocabulary terms such as varnas, jatis and caste.
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